report a male sex-specific locus for autoresuscitation (AR) failure in SWR/J mice and suggest that it is consistent with 'the observed 50% male bias for sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) in humans.' However, as shown in Table 1 , CDC (2009) reports that many respiratory infant deaths due to known non-AR-failure causes, such as suffocation from inhalation of food or foreign object and respiratory distress syndrome, also have the same B50% male excess they observed in SIDS. Perhaps the authors should seek a heritable genetic mechanism for SIDS that could also explain this commonality of other respiratory causes of infant death with the same B50% male excess they observed among SIDS patients, such as an X-linkage, rather than a 'sex-specific AR failure' pertaining only to male SIDS Donner, 2004, 2009 
